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As Devon in Sight celebrates its ninetieth anniversary  I am 
committed to ensuring that people with sight loss continue 
to have a voice in shaping the future of the charity in 2015 
and beyond.

As our Chief Executive Grahame points out in his introduction, 
the Trustees of Devon in Sight along with many other charities 
are having to make difficult decisions. 

Reluctantly, we recently consulted on the proposal to introduce a 
financial contribution from clients towards the cost of running our 
Volunteer Visiting Service. We have supported this service largely 
from our reserves for nearly seven years. This would help pay for 
some of the costs involved in volunteer recruitment, training and 
support,  Enhanced Police Checks, mileage expenses, insurance 
and the ongoing support provided by our Co-ordinators to both 
clients and volunteers. 

        

“The Trustees of 
Devon in Sight, along 
with many other 
charities are having 
to make difficult 
decisions”

A Message from the 
Chair of  Trustees

4
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During the process it was really good to receive people’s written feedback 
and also to spend time talking to our Volunteers at our Volunteer Support 
Meetings, as well as a number of Health and Social Care Professionals 
and service users from the sight loss community. It was heartening to 
hear that the VVS  through its volunteers offers supportive friendships, a 
chance to chat and have a cup of tea as well as providing more practical 
help with everyday living. This underlines the importance of helping to 
tackle the isolation which many people with sight loss experience. 

The consultation provided an opportunity to explore the challenging 
issues facing the charity but also the concerns of volunteers, particularly 
the impact of introducing a financial contribution for those with long 
established friendships. 

The Trustees have considered these views and have therefore 
decided to only ask for a voluntary contribution from existing 
clients. A compulsory contribution will only be applied to new 
relationships. However, part of the induction process will include a 
full ‘Needs Assessment’ including the offer of a free Benefits Check. 

Helping people achieve financial stability is part of the needs assessment 
that we have introduced. A positive outcome from the consultation is the 
opportunity to refer people for these free and confidential Benefits Checks 
to ensure that they are receiving the benefits and allowances they are 
entitled to. These Benefits are designed  to help cover the additional 
costs of living with a visual impairment. We are also helping a number of 
people to understand the advantages of Registering as Visually Impaired 
because of the additional benefits this can give. If you need help and 
advice on either of these issues please contact the main telephone 
number.

Although the consultation process has been challenging and at times 
emotional, by continuing to listen and talk to each other I am confident that 
we can make better decisions which meet the needs of the charity, our 
clients, committed volunteers and funders. 

May I take this opportunity to thank all of you who contributed to our 
Winter Appeal. The £1,500 raised will be put towards our information 
and advice services.

Chris Sumner
Chairman



        

Charities of all sizes play an essential role in our society, 
providing social care and education as well as helping some of 
the most disadvantaged people in our communities; but funding 
charitable work is proving more and more challenging.

Devon in Sight is 90 years old this year. This is a time for celebration 
but not complacency. We provided services through the Great 
Depression of the 1930s, through World War Two, the Age of 
Austerity, Nationalisation, the Winter of Discontent, ‘Boom and Bust’ 
and beyond. However, we need to focus on the Britain of 2015 if we 
are going to continue to provide services in the future.

At the Annual General Meeting in October last year I gave a detailed 
report on the challenges all charities are facing in the current 
economic climate. We need to accept that times are tough and 
people have less money to donate to charities. This, combined with 
significant public spending cuts and increased demand for charity 

“Funding charitable 
work is proving 
more and more 
challenging”.                                    

Chief  Executive’s Update 
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by Grahame Flynn



services, is having a shocking effect on many charities, calling into 
question their very viability. Many organisations are having to dip 
into their reserves, cut vital frontline services and some are even 
concerned about whether they can survive in these toughest of 
times.

In June 2014 Sam Younger the head of the Charity Commission 
warned, “So many new charities are being set up that some are 
duplicating each other’s work and risk wasting the money they are 
given for good causes”.

There are 180,713 Charities registered with the Charity 
Commission*. All of them are competing for funding. 

Research published by the Commission shows that trust in 
charities remains high among the public. A poll showed that only 
police and doctors are trusted more – but the public appear to 
be growing increasingly sceptical about where their money goes, 
attaching greater importance to transparency and good financial 
management than in previous years.

The team at Devon in Sight have spent many months preparing 
the Charity to become more professional and efficient in response 
to the increasing demand for sight loss services. We will shortly 
start applications to larger grant giving organisations such as the 
BIG Lottery and will be ready to tender for commissioned work 
from the Clinical Commissioning Groups and Local Authorities.

Devon in Sight needs to provide services that help support 
national and local strategies to help people achieve financial 
stability, get the equipment and training they need to help them 
adjust to their sight loss, remain safe in their homes and above all 
minimise loneliness and isolation. 

Grahame Flynn
Chief Executive Officer

*Charity Commission Statistics as of 30 September 2014
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Devon in Sight has received a grant of £9,898 from the ‘BIG Lottery 
Awards for All’ Programme. This will enable us to improve the acoustics in 
our two consultation rooms at Station House by installing acoustic ceiling tiles 
and carpet. This will make a significant difference to our clients who are also 
dealing with hearing issues. We will be able to buy a number of items of new 
Assistive Technology such as an ipad, iphone, Kindle E-Reader and a talking 
Free View TV box so we can demonstrate these items to customers. We 
will also be providing training for staff on how to demonstrate this equipment 
– both at Station House and at our new monthly clinic at Jasmyn House in 
Torbay.

8

Funding News
by Julian Garner (Development Officer)

“We are delighted 
to have received a 
number of grants over 
the last few months 
for specific pieces of 
project work.”  
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We have also received funding from a private family trust for SAGE 
financial accounting software, an electronic till for the Resource Centre 
and an online shop for our website. 

These projects help us to deliver the very best training and advice to 
people with sight loss, and ensure the charity is run in a way which is 
professional and efficient.

Our focus for the coming year will be raising revenue funding for our two 
main services; the Resource Centre which costs £80,000 a year to run 
and the Volunteer Visiting Service in Mid Devon and Torbay which costs 
£50,000 a year. We don’t receive any statutory funding so we rely on 
individual donations, legacies, charitable trusts and local businesses to 
support our work. 

We are delighted to have recently received grants from the Norman 
Family Trust and Heydown Trust towards these core services. 

We would also like to thank Applied Business Solutions, our website 
company Daneswood, photographer Bruce Thomas and the team 
at Devon Minor Works who have given us so much of their time and 
expertise, and been such fun to work with over the last few months.

The Exeter based St. Bridget Nurseries have made Devon in Sight their 
‘Charity of The Year’. The family run business is also celebrating its 
ninetieth Birthday. Tammy Falloon of St. Bridget said, “We are delighted to 
be supporting Devon in Sight during this ninetieth Birthday year. We are 
in the early stages of planning some events which will include a Sensory 
Experience for Devon in Sight clients.”
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Charity ‘See the Future’ 
supports Devon in Sight

Devon in Sight has always been proud to 
work with others to do the best we can for 
our clients. So we were delighted that another 
charity reached out to us, to offer financial 
assistance for our Resource Centre. ‘See the 
Future’ is a  charity, set up in East Devon by a 
brave young woman called Leanne Greengrass. It was launched after Leanne’s 
mum was diagnosed with cancer following a routine eye test.

Leanne wants to raise awareness among the public of the importance of 
regular eye tests in helping to spot a range of conditions, hopefully leading to 
early diagnosis, and to raise money primarily to fund research not paid for by 
the Government.

Tragically, Leanne’s mother died of cancer last year, but this personal loss 
has only made her even more determined to make ‘See the Future’ go from 
strength to strength.

In September last year, Leanne organised the third ‘See the Future Ball’ at 
Woodbury Park, and managed to raise the amazing total of £4,000. We’re 
especially pleased that as well as inviting our Chief Executive Grahame 
Flynn along to the ball to help spread the word about Devon in Sight, ‘See 
the Future’ has made a sizable donation to the current work in the Resource 
Centre. Grahame said, “Leanne is an inspiring young woman working for a 
very important cause and I know everyone here at Devon in Sight wishes her 
well as she spreads the word about eye health through ‘See the Future’.”

by Andrew Howard (Press Officer)

Devon in Sight 
forges a close link 
with another sight 
loss charity
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Do you go to church but find 
it hard to join in because you 
can’t see to read the words?

Janet Eardley, the local 
representative of Torch Trust, 
would be pleased to hear from 
you, and try to assist you. It 
doesn’t matter which church 
you attend, or whether you have 
never been to church at all, Torch 
Trust aims to support people with 
sight loss to be able to access 
Christian support in their local 
area and also through specialist 
resources.

Torch Trust is a national Christian 
charity.

Living with 
Sight Loss
Courses
Action for Blind People (Action) 
is running a range of free ‘Living 
with Sight Loss’ courses around 
Devon and Cornwall.  

These courses provide opportunities 
for people to share their experiences 
with others who understand the 
frustrations of visual impairment.

Topics include:

• Getting out and about
• Practical skills for everyday life
• Meeting new people
• Using technology
• Eye health
• Making the most of leisure 
• Emotional wellbeing.

Contact Action to find out more 
information about their living 
with sight loss courses and other 
services they provide:

Torch Trust
Mob: 07870 909 779
Tel: 01858 438 260
Email: janete@torchtrust.org

Action for Blind People 
Tel: 01392 458060 
Website: actn.it/LWSLsouthwest
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Local Christian 
support for 
people with 
sight loss
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Devon in Sight Chief Executive Grahame Flynn 
with Simon Young, Watch Manager, Central East 
Group Prevention, Devon and Somerset Fire 
& Rescue Service.
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Have you had your free 
Home Safety Visit?

Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service is working in partnership 
with Devon in Sight to provide help and advice to people affected by 
sight loss to prevent fires from occurring.

What is a home fire safety visit?

A free home fire safety visit involves a fire and rescue service employee 
visiting your home to give advice and guidance.

They can help with the following home fire safety needs:

• fit a smoke detector where one is not already present

• provide advice about potential hazards in the home

• talk through an escape plan for your property

• provide additional safety items (subject to criteria).

Please contact the Resource Centre so that we can refer you for 
this life saving FREE service.

Tel: 01392 876 666

by Grahame Flynn (Chief  Executive Officer)

Free home fire safety visit 
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service is working  
in partnership with Devon in Sight to provide help and 
advice to people affected by sight loss to prevent fires 
from occurring.

What is a home fire safety visit?
A free home fire safety visit involves a fire and rescue service 
employee visiting your home to give advice and guidance. 

They can help with the following home fire safety needs:

• fit a smoke detector where one is not already present

• provide advice about potential hazards in the home

• talk through an escape plan for your property

• provide additional safety items (subject to criteria).

If you are concerned that your home may be at risk of fire or 
know someone who you think needs our help then please 
arrange a visit.

Contact us
Tel: 0800 05 02 999
Email: firekills@dsfire.gov.uk

Please quote the unique reference code 004 when replying

www.dsfire.gov.uk Acting to Protect & Save

DS2014-1309 Advertisement HFSV for partially sighted.indd   1 19/08/2014   16:46:50
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Membership Matters

Your questions 
about Voting 
Membership
answered!

Why does Devon in Sight have 
Voting Members?

There are two reasons. Firstly, 
we want service users and others 
involved with sight loss services 
to have a say in how we develop, 
and to be able to vote on important 
issues. Secondly, under our 
constitution, for our Annual  General 
Meeting ( AGM) to be valid we must 
have a certain number of Voting 
Members present.  

Who can be a Voting Member of 
Devon in Sight?

Anyone can become a Voting 
Member, including individuals with 
sight loss (whether you currently use 
our services or not), families and 
friends, professionals and anyone 
who is committed to supporting and 
encouraging us in our work. Most of 
our members are people who use 
our services, and we aim that they 
will always form the majority.  We 
are delighted that many of the Staff 
Team, Volunteers and Trustees are 
also Voting Members.

by Elizabeth Twining 
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What do you expect of Voting 
Members?

Simply that you take an interest 
in what we do and how we do it. 
We want you to have a voice and 
to help us improve our services. 
You don’t have to come to the 
AGM though we will be pleased if 
you do. Nor do you have to keep 
telling us what you think, though 
we are always happy to have your 
comments, even if they are critical.

Shouldn’t everyone be entitled to 
have a say?

Yes, they should be and they 
are – we pay attention to all the 
comments and suggestions we 
receive. However, Voting Members 
have a formal role within the charity.

15
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What are the benefits of Voting 
Membership? 

The benefit of being a Voting 
Member is that you can help 
shape Devon in Sight for the 
benefit of all. There are no 
financial or other individual 
benefits.
How much does it cost?

Voting Membership is FREE. The 
only financial obligation is that if 
the charity is wound up you may 
be asked to pay a maximum 
of £1 towards any debts the 
organisation may have and the 
costs of winding it up.

How can I become a Voting 
Member?

Just give me a ring on 01392 
878801 or email me at 
membership@devoninsight.
org.uk  with your name and 
address and I will process your 
membership and let you know if 
we need any further details. If you 
are visiting our Resource Centre 
or attending any of our events 
you can give us the necessary 
details on the spot. 

14

Elizabeth Twining
Membership Secretary

01392 878 801    
membership@devoninsight.org.uk



V.I. Clubs

Somewhere near you there is a 
club for people living with sight 
loss. 

At Devon in Sight we know of 
twenty-three such groups, and there 
may be others of which we have 
never heard. 

Last autumn we sent a 
questionnaire to all the clubs 
asking for information about their 
membership and activities. So far 
we have had fourteen replies and 
they make interesting reading.

Most of the clubs meet once a 
month. A few have fortnightly 
meetings and one very active club 
meets every week. Meetings with 
a speaker followed by tea and a 
chat are the most popular activity 
but many clubs organise outings, 
for instance to the theatre or to local 
places of interest. Several have 
regular lunches and nearly all hold a 
Christmas party.

As well as providing enjoyable 
activities, the clubs are also 
valuable sources of information and 
support. Just talking to other people 
who have the same problems as 
you do can be very helpful. 

Some of the clubs are quite large – 
one has eighty members – but the 
majority are between twenty and 
forty members. Nearly all members 
are over sixty years old, and many 
are over eighty, so the activities are 
geared to this age group.

Many of the clubs are linked to the 
Macular Society, but most of these 
welcome people who have other 
eye conditions. Partners, friends 
and carers can also join.

If you would like to know whether 
there is a club in your area you will 
find a list in the information section 
of our website, or you can phone 
the number below giving your 
address so that we can check for 
you.  So do get in touch. 

The Resource Centre on 

01392 876666 

by Elizabeth Twining 
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Devon Bowling & Social Club for 
the Visually Impaired was formed 
on 12th March 2012. 

Our Club was the first visually 
impaired flat green bowling club in 
Torbay and we know there is a real 
need for this kind of club in our area. 

The Club aims to give blind and 
visually impaired members, of 
all ages, male and female, the 
opportunity of participating in the 
most popular sport, enjoyed by 
visually impaired people throughout 
the country. 

Flat green bowling is an all year 
sport. In the long winter months 
we bowl indoor at Torquay United 
and in the summer months at 
Oldway. For those who just like to 
bowl socially or those that would 
like to participate in a variety of 

17
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Devon Bowling & Social Club

visually impaired competitions 
countrywide, the choice is yours, 
everyone is welcome to join in the 
fun.  Sighted members are very 
welcome to join us, with helping 
on the green and in any social 
activities we arrange. 

Bowling and the social benefits 
it brings, really does enhance 
the quality of life for blind and 
visually impaired people, in which 
the friendships, enjoyment and 
achievement  are just some 
aspects of the pleasure received 
by our members. 

We feel the Club is instrumental 
in boosting confidence and 
helping break the isolation felt by 
visually impaired people. If you 
are quite active and would like 
to try bowling and join our very 
friendly circle of people, why not 
give it a go, whether you are a 
bowler losing some sight or you 
have never tried bowling before. 
Please contact me for further 
information.

John Newcombe MBE 
Secretary 

01803 846032

by John Newcombe MBE



Advisory Group gives endorsement to Resource Centre Changes 
Friday 23 January 2015 saw the third meeting of 
our Advisory Group to have their input into current 
developments at Devon in Sight. It was lovely to hear 
a positive response to the recent physical changes 
to our Resource Centre and the plans for the coming 
months. Having very practical input into our work by a 
group of visually impaired people and professionals is 
very rewarding. We would like to thank the members 
of the group who represent a number of stakeholders 
including our customers, VI Clubs, the Eye Clinic 
Liaison Officer, Action for Blind People, Guide Dogs 
and the Sensory Team for their ongoing support.

Chair of Torbay Council hosts Civic Carol Concert in aid of Devon in Sight  
Tuesday 9th December saw Torbay Council’s 28th 
Annual Civic Carol Concert at the International 
Riviera Centre in Torquay. We were delighted to be 
guests of the Chair of Torbay Council, Jane Barnby. 
Entertainment was provided by Torbay Brass Band, 
local duo the Miller Brothers, Torquay Boys Grammar 
School and the Music Makers. Funds from the event 
will be shared between Devon in Sight and Disability 
Support Torbay.

                   18

News in Brief

Torbay Tapes Closes
We were very sad to hear about the closure of Torbay 
Tapes. However, it was very encouraging to hear 
from the Torbay Tapes Trustees about how we could 
support their remaining members. We were invited to 
submit a proposal document to the Board about how 
we would use a gift from the sale of their assets to 
support visually impaired people in Torbay. 

T
orbay

 T
apes
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For detailed reports please visit: www.devoninsight.org.uk

                   18

Exeter Bus Station redevelopment plans scrutinised for accessibility
On Monday 26th January Grahame Flynn (CEO) 
attended a meeting of disability charities and the 
Sensory Team with the developers of the new Leisure 
Development planned for the site of Exeter’s current 
Bus Station. It was useful to have some input into the 
plans at an early stage about accessibility issues. 
We would like to thank Guide Dog user Marilyn Lant 
for organising the meeting which was chaired by 
Living Options Devon

BBC Radio Devon 
Grahame Flynn was pleased to join presenter 
Michael Chequer for his ‘Good Morning Devon’ 
programme on Saturday 31st January at the BBC 
Plymouth Studios. Grahame was able to talk about 
the work of the charity and demonstrate a few of 
the ‘talking’ pieces of equipment that are available 
through the Resource Centre. He also took the 
opportunity to remind the public of the importance of 
getting their eyes tested at least every two years as 
this remains the most effective way of detecting eye 
problems at an early stage.

CEO Guest speaker at Cullompton VI Club AGM
Grahame Flynn received a warm welcome from 
the members of Cullompton VI Club on Thursday 
5th February as the guest speaker for their Annual 
General Meeting. Grahame said, “VI Clubs provide 
a lifeline to so many visually impaired people across 
the county. I am delighted to support the clubs by 
promoting them through the Resource Centre, Living 
with Sight Loss Courses and at professional network 
meetings.”
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Equipment includes:

• Lighting 
• Optical Magnifiers 
• Electronic Magnifiers
• Talking clocks & watches
• Kitchen equipment
• Mobiles & Telephones
• Eye shields
• Large Print Stationery

Other services include:

• Information & Support
• Low Vision Clinics
• Skills for Seeing
• Employment Hub
• Assistive Technology 

Our Resource Centre 
offers a range of 
equipment and training 
to help people adjust to 
their sight loss.

Topsham Resource Centre

Hours of Opening
Monday - Resource Centre closed
‘Skills for Seeing’ Training & Outreach work

Tuesday to Thursday - Resource Centre open
10.00am to 4.00pm

Friday - Resource Centre closed
Employment Hub and 
Assistive Technology Training

PLEASE RING FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Resource Centre Advisers 
Nanette Bolton & Colin Hoskins

Tel. 01392 876 666
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Folding LED Booklight

Enjoy bright white light anywhere 
with this lightweight portable 
handbag/jacket pocket sized light 
with a “Z” fold design. The 18 LED 
lights and built-in battery never need 
replacing and give up to eight hours 
of light when fully charged.

This compact, rechargeable light is 
ideal for the office, home, on the 
road, or even in school as it charges 
via USB. It is finished with a brushed 
metal effect and has two brightness 
levels, adjustable positioning and 
non-slip feet to provide extra stability.

When closed, the light is rectangular 
– measuring a compact 18cm (7.1 
inches) long, 4cm (1.6 inches) wide 
and 2.8cm (1.2 inches) deep. The 
white plastic power button is 1.5cm 
(0.6 inches) in diameter, smooth to 
the touch and slightly concave. 

The light is made up of three 
sections all joined by a hinge to 
create a unique Z-fold design. It 
can be recharged either from a 
computer usb socket or with the 
dedicated mains plug supplied. 

To arrange a consultation, 
to order, or for further 
information on our wide 
selection of freestanding, 
table and rechargeable 
lights, please ring Nanette 
or Colin at our Topsham 
Resource Centre on... 

01392 876 666

£35.94 
(including charger plug)

Everyone needs good levels of light  and as we 
get older these needs increase.
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‘New Skills for Seeing’ now 
available at Jasmyn House, 
Paignton

Devon in Sight is now offering monthly appointments for ‘Skills for 
Seeing’ at Jasmyn House Community Hub in Paignton to complement 
our existing service at Exeter. This training can help people with central 
vision loss make the most of their remaining peripheral vision.

We have trained volunteers and staff who can help you learn about:

•     Eccentric Viewing to help with recognising faces and reading
•     Steady Eye Technique to improve reading speed
•     How Lighting can help you
•     How to use Magnification properly

Practising these skills can help you with daily activities like reading, watching 
television, hobbies, personal care and getting about.  People often say that 
they feel more confident and have more control over their lives.

Appointments are available at 
our Topsham Resource Centre 
and at Jasmyn House FREE 
of charge. To book ring our 
Topsham Resource Centre 
on... 

01392 876 666
This service is provided in 
partnership with...

by Grahame Flynn (CEO)



The help Raymond Griffiths from Exeter received from Devon in 
Sight was a real lifesaver, he says.

Former National Serviceman Ray was first diagnosed with sight loss in 
1995. He suffers from Age-Related Macular Degeneration which is an 
eye condition that results in the loss of central vision. As his condition 
progressed he thought that he was going blind. 

Eighty year old Ray has been living on his own since his wife went into 
a residential home two and a half years ago. Although he received help 
from others when it came to reading correspondence such as bank 
statements, he always felt he wanted to be able to have more privacy and 
independence. Another wish was quite simply to be able to read the TV 
Times. 

He arranged an appointment with Resource Centre Advisor Nanette 
Bolton and was taught to use a magnifier alongside the Steady Eye 
Technique as part of our ‘New Skills for 
Seeing’ training. Sitting down with Nanette 
and a copy of the TV Times he was 
delighted to be able to read what was on 
television for the first time in years.

Ray said, “I then asked Nanette if she 
could get me a telephone directory. For 
the first time in 13 years I was able to find 
our own phone number in the book! The 
help I have had has been a real lifesaver 
to me, it really has. I achieve more with 
my sight in the short time I spent with 
Nanette than the proceeding 13 years. It’s 
been a godsend.”
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by Andrew Howard (Press Officer)

Central Vision Loss needn’t 
mean losing control of  your 
life!



Volunteer Visiting Service
Torbay
Paignton, Brixham  
and Torquay

Volunteer Visiting Service 
Mid-Devon
Tiverton, Cullompton, Crediton 
and surrounding districts

Claire Hardy
VVS Co-ordinator (Mid-Devon)

Tel: 07580 787 308
Email: claire@devoninsight.org.uk

Cherrie Crook
VVS Co-ordinator (Torbay)

Tel: 07972 286 061
Email: cherrie@devoninsight.org.uk
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Volunteer Visiting Service

The Volunteer Visiting 
Service in Mid-Devon 
and Torbay carefully 
matches volunteers to 
people with sight loss, 
supporting them to live 
independently in the 
community. 



Claire Hardy is about to join the team as the Volunteer Visiting Co-
ordinator for Mid Devon. She has a wide range of experience from 
both her professional and personal life and an enthusiasm for 
learning and developing her skills. 

Whilst working directly within the Disability sector for over ten years, Claire 
has gained a vast level of experience.  She has a very positive attitude and 
enjoys identifying clients’ needs and translating them into achievable goals 
through informal conversations.

Claire has supported a visually impaired student studying Law at 
University, creatively seeking strategies to increase her independence. She 
was also involved in a photographic project with Scope that encouraged 
creative expression in individuals with disabilities whilst promoting inclusion 
and diversity. Claire says it was a proud moment for all to see the work 
exhibited in the Museum from this project. Her broad teaching practice 
progressed with the theme of supporting and engaging learners on a 1:1 
basis and she found building relationships in this way, rewarding. Claire 
enjoys working informally and has delivered workshops which addressed 
an individual’s confidence through an activity, whilst allowing a place for 
people to come together and enjoy themselves. As an example, Claire 
remembers one community project that was great fun where they all sat 
around a large table cutting and sticking images into portfolios, telling each 
other stories about our lives.

She has also worked with learners in Higher Education, carrying out 
specialist Assistive Technology training in the home, forming positive 
relationships with a diverse range of students with disabilities, differences, 
challenges and complex needs. Claire once again drew on her creative 
background by thinking outside the box, empowering learners to form 
imaginative solutions to engage with their software whilst working with their 
strengths, helping to remove disadvantage, therefore giving independence. 
Claire reports that all of this was once again made possible by the process 
of conversation and listening to stories about individual lives, which is so 
important. 

Claire is looking forward to the opportunity of working with the lovely team 
at Devon in Sight and meeting all her clients and volunteers.  
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New Mid Devon Co-ordinator
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I have been privileged to undertake the role of Mid Devon 
Volunteer Visiting Co-ordinator at Devon in Sight for over 
four years and have very much relished the challenges 
and the achievements of the service, but more importantly 
have loved the people I have met along the way, both 
those we strive to support  and also those who give their 
time and talents voluntarily to enable the support. 

For many of you I am simply the person who introduced you 
to the volunteer who visits you, but to some, I have been the 
person who you have generously shared something of your 
life story with, often intermingled with laughter and tears. I had 
big shoes to fill from my predecessor who saw through the 
pilot project and I am proud of how the service has developed, 
matured and grown, especially in the last couple of years 
when the “back room” support of the Topsham Team has been 
particularly helpful. 

The last few years have been financially challenging for many 

Moving on to pastures new!
by Sue Snell (VVS Co-ordinator - Mid Devon) 

“Thank you 
to everyone 
for all their 
support and 
kindness.”



sectors of the economy, but none more so than for the 
Voluntary Sector, so with the long term view of the service in 
mind the move to make minimal charges for the service to new 
clients will help to secure it for many more years to come and 
for the benefit of many more people in the future.  

Meanwhile, I look forward to moving on to pastures new…
or maybe returning to familiar ones would be more correct. 
Having taught in primary schools for over twenty years I have 
taken a very much valued and appreciated ten year break, 
but started to have an itch to return to the field of education 
in the last year or so. To this end I have secured a part-time 
job as a Teaching Assistant in a lovely primary school, not far 
from our new home in West Devon, which will give me the 
opportunity to test the water and see where this takes me. I 
have surprised myself at how excited I now feel to be returning 
to the classroom setting.

And so I move on to other things better informed, 
better skilled and far more aware of the 
issues around sight loss, all of which has 
been an invaluable experience. It only 
remains for me to say a huge 
“thank you” to everyone for all 
the support and kindnesses, 
the cups of tea and biscuits, 
the good heartedness to 
welcome me and the 
generosity to overlook 
my shortcomings and 
to wish Devon in Sight, 
and very especially my 
successor Claire Hardy 
every good wish for the 
future.
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Sue



Dave & Ralph’s Story

Ralph became approved as a volunteer towards the end 
of 2013 and I could not wait to introduce him to a client 
with similar interests. I loved his enthusiasm for modern 
technology, his love of music and his energy, probably due 
to his young age.

Dave, another young man, was referred to the Volunteer Visiting 
Service by the Sensory Team at the end of January 2014. Vicky, 
our volunteer, who had stepped in to assist me during my sick 
leave, met Dave at the beginning of February and he was placed 
on our waiting list.

When I heard about Dave I instantly thought of Ralph. An 
introduction meeting was arranged and I could not wait to hear 
how this had gone. The initial meeting went very well so Dave and 
Ralph were left to arrange their future visits. 
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by Cherrie Crook (VVS Co-ordinator - Torbay)

“Devon in Sight 
was the light at the 
end of my long dark 
tunnel”
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When I went to meet them both towards the end of last year I 
was struck by how friendly Dave was and how well they both 
got on. It was like visiting old friends. They both know an awful 
lot about computers and cars and unfortunately... I got lost in the 
conversation! 

However, it was their mutual love of music, especially playing guitars 
that has been the catalyst to their friendship. It was just lovely to 
listen to them talking.  It seemed like they had known each other for 
ages.

“I suffer from depression” said Dave, “my sight loss had a negative 
impact on my passion for music. I knew deep down that listening 
to music and playing guitar was the best therapy for me, but when 
you’re in a dark place nothing seems to matter!  I knew the day that I 
picked up a guitar again; would be the day I started to get better.

“My support worker suggested that I try to gradually reintroduce the 
guitar back into my life to assist my recovery. I knew how powerful 
music therapy could be, but I had lost my way. My support worker 
liaised with Liz Beer from the Torbay Sensory Team who suggested 
the Devon in Sight Volunteer Visiting Service. I was introduced to 
Ralph following a meeting with Vicky from Devon in Sight.

“During the introduction we discovered we both loved music and 
guitars and before we knew it I was showing Ralph my private guitar 
collection which had not seen the light of day for months! Ralph and 
I started jamming and we have been jamming ever since.”

Dave added, “I thought Ralph was really cool - we just clicked. We 
exchanged numbers and have become really good friends. When 
it comes to guitar knowledge, Ralph is my guru, he advises me on 
guitar gear, Assistive Technology and Apps”. 

New Volunteer Ralph said, “I have more in common with Dave than 
anyone else I know. Having both experienced bullying during our 
lives we give each other emotional support. We have a genuine 
concern for each other’s well-being”.



“We sometimes just get together for coffee and a chat, trying to put 
the world to right or talking about anything computers or guitar related.  
We are both music and sci-fi film buffs and share knowledge on home 
entertainment and hi-fi equipment”.

Reflecting on the future Dave added, “I wanted others to know why I got 
involved with the Volunteer Visiting Service, because I am hoping that other 
people will relate to my story. Others may suffer from depression and I want 
them to know that there is a way forward, you are not on your own. Devon in 
Sight was the light at the end of my long dark tunnel.” 

“I am also a Sound Engineer, but I have not recorded for 14 years, so to help 
me rekindle this I have had a home guitar studio built, which is only a few 
weeks away from completion.  Ralph and I are very excited as we will have 
somewhere to practice, rehearse and record, so watch this space! 
Exciting times ahead... “

What struck me about these two 
young men was the respect that 
they have for each other and 
the support that they give each 
other. Their relationship is very 
easy, supportive and mindful of 
each other’s opinions; it was a 
pleasure for me to spend time 
with them.

I sometimes forget that Devon 
in Sight is the catalyst to the 
formation of some wonderful 
friendships.

      Cherrie
                   X
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Picture: Dave (Left) and Ralph (Right)



To continue to provide our 
services we need your help to 
build up a development fund. 

If you are planning to make or 
change your will, please consider 
a legacy to Devon in Sight so that 
we can help more and more people 
living with sight loss. If you would like 
more information please ask for our 
legacy pack.
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To obtain a Legacy Information
Pack please telephone:

01392 878 802

Legacies, large or small, are 
essential for maintaining our 
services and reaching more people. 
For instance, five years ago our 
Resource Centre in Topsham was 
cramped and inefficient.  But in 2010 
Devon in Sight bought the building 
next door and refurbished and 
equipped it as the modern spacious 
area we now have. More than 5,500 
people now visit or telephone the 
centre every year to get equipment 
and advice, and talk to our friendly 
staff about anything and everything 
to do with sight loss. 

This enormous improvement to 
our service was made possible 
thanks to legacy income which the 
trustees had set aside over several 
years. We still need legacies so 
we can continue to improve and 
extend our services throughout the 
county. For instance, a gift of £100 
will cover the cost of a member of 
staff visiting a local club or group, 
while £7000 covers the cost of our 
Resource Centre for a month. 

What do legacies enable us 
to do?
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Legacies
A gift in your will can help 
hundreds of  people affected 
by sight loss.

We were sorry to hear about the 
recent passing of Winifred Alford 
who was a very welcome visitor 
to our Resource Centre. Our 
thoughts are with her family and 
friends. Some weeks after the 
news of her death we heard that 
she had left us nearly £6000 in her 
will. 

We are extremely grateful  for this 
gift.
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Topsham Resource Centre
Hours of Opening

Monday
 

Resource Centre closed
for outreach work, case work

 and ‘Skills for Seeing’ Training

Tuesday to Thursday
Resource Centre Open

10.00am to 4.00pm

PLEASE RING FOR 
AN APPOINTMENT

Friday
Resource Centre closed for

Employment Hub and 
Assistive Technology Training

The Resource Centre will be closed on 
Tuesday 23 June and Wednesday 15 July
to enable the staff to attend The Macular 

Society’s Top Doctor’s Event 
and the Sight Village in Birmingham.


